
Castle® Reinforced  
Water-activated Tape
Mac Papers and Packaging is pleased to add reinforced water-activated tape 

to its line of Castle® brand carton sealing tapes, which also includes hot melt 

and acrylic products. 

Castle water-activated tape bonds instantly and securely to virgin and 

recycled fiber cartons. The superior bond helps ensure protection of contents 

from the elements, tampering and loss. Carton fiber is irreparably damaged 

when tape is removed, providing evidence of attempted tampering.

Castle water-activated tape is recommended for use on two-strip sealing 

lightweight cartons (up to 24 lbs) and lightweight to average weight cartons 

(up to 40 lbs).

Product Specifications 

Visit us online at macpapers.com/castle
833.MAC.PACK (622.7225)

We sell & service  
   equipment too!

Item # Grade Metric Per Case Per Skid

380970 Castle WT 70mm x 500m 6 84

380971 Castle WTx 72mm x 450m 10 63
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Count on Mac Papers and Packaging  
for All of Your Packaging Needs
In addition to our exclusive line of Castle® brand carton sealing
tapes and stretch film, Mac Papers and Packaging stocks an
expansive selection of packaging materials from industry-leading
producers at our facilities throughout the Southeast. Our
packaging specialists take a customer-focused approach in
assessing needs and are experts at sourcing materials that
meet specific packaging requirements.

We also offer the latest equipment technology for every step 
of the packaging process, from single-function machines to 
full-line integrated solutions. In addition to packaging materials 
and equipment, our experts bring a wealth of services and 
solutions, from kitting and fulfillment to packaging design and 
e-commerce. We also have a dedicated team of packaging 
professionals experienced in the development of programs 
and single-source packaging solutions for companies with 
multiple locations or an extended footprint.

For the full line of packaging materials we offer, please  
browse our online catalog macpapers.com/catalog.

Features and Benefits

Instant Bond Bonds instantly to virgin and recycled fiber cartons.

Strength Reinforced fiberglass provides enhanced seal strength, durability and reliability. 

All-weather Use Unaffected by temperature extremes, hold or cold.

Dust Barrier Starch-based adhesive absorbs dusts and seals securely, providing an effective dust barrier.

Tamperproof Bond ensures carton fibers are irreparably damaged when tape is removed, providing  
evidence of tampering.
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